
ESSENCE PSYCHE MIND HEART FEEL ZERO BODY

Task Knowing Perceiving Thinking Balancing Feeling Reseting Doing

Subtle Perceptuality Intelectuality Coherence Sensing Disassociation Physicality

Home Rooftop
 Bedroom on 
upper floor

Office on upper 
floor 

Hearth -Ground level

-Garden

Out Cellar

HQ Pineal Gland Right brain Left brain Heart Stomach, gut Outside yourself Pelvis

Related 
systems

Universal  
mind

consciousness

-Endocrine 
system

-Individual sub-
consciousness 

Individual mind 
consciousness


Circulatory 
system

Nervous system Other person or 
substance

-Organs

-Muscles

-Body

Attributes -Knowingness

-Universal 
laws 

-Connection 
from the 
beyond

-Concepts

-Enduring

-Limitless, can 
go anywhere in 
time and space

-Not bound by 

thoughts

-Vulnerable

-Wayward

-Spiritual laws

-Reasons, 
explanations

-Asking

-Data analysis

-Defining, Naming

-Comparing, 
Measuring

-Rules

-Equilibrium

-Coherence

-Equal worth

-Respect

-Honouring

-Strongest 
emanations

-Collecting 
feelings

-Connection of 
you to Real-Life


-Being part of 
something other  
than you

-Disconnected 
from self

-Lowered self-
awareness


Storage of 
good and bad 
feelings

 

High use Infusion with 
Essence

-Remote viewing

-Extra-sensory 
perception

-comprehending 
the non-logical

-Setting intent

-Setting focus

-Processing Data

-Analysis

-High-Drama

-Emanation of 
highest love

-Bringing all 
together

-Navigation 

-Living life

-Being Present

-Reset allowing for 
automatic 
readjustment


-Storage of 
good feelings

-Processing 
bad feelings


Low use -Judgment

-Superiority

-Control

-Beliefs

-Observation

-Predictions

-Low-Drama 

-Emotions

-Control

-Hamster wheel 

-Promises


-Emanation of 
lowest love, 
dispute, 
incoherence

-Suppressing gut 
feels

-Suppressing who 
you are

-Unhealthy 
lifestyle

-Abdication of 
power and 
responsibility

-Addictions

-Abusive 
behaviour

-Storage of 
bad feelings

-Storage of 
traumas




oonafergusson.com

Distinctions 
and how it 
works

-In tune/Out of 
tune

-Supplies 
power


-Good/Bad

-Symbols, 
pictures, etheric 
impressions 

-Dreams

-Right/Wrong

-Likes the familiar

-Dislikes the 
unfamiliar


-In balance/Out 
of balance

-Emanates 
through the 
electro-magnetic 
field. 

-Safe/Unsafe

-Yes/No

-Content/
Discontent

-Ease/Disease

-Peace/Distress

-Me/You

-Calms you

-Gives you a 
sense of all is well

-Connects you to 
outside safety

-Bottles up 
emotions


Power Source of 
continuous 
flow of subtle 
power

Power sourced 
from spiritual 
practice bubbles 
and from stored 
emotions

Power sourced 
from appreciation 
bubbles and from 
stored emotions

Distribution of 
power

High quality power 
source from 
feelings

Power sourced 
from outside 
bubbles and from 
stored emotions

Activity, touch 
and stored 
emotions

Emanation 
Vibration

Pineal gland
 Pituitary gland Voice Heart Diaphragm -Hymen, Womb, 
Ovaries

-Testicles

Movement

Time Perpetual Past / Future  Past / Future Present Instant Someone else’s 
time

Now
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